Subspace matching thalamic microstimulation to tactile evoked potentials in rat somatosensory cortex.
We show experimental results that the evoked local field potentials of the rat somatosensory cortex from natural tactile touch of forepaw digits and matched thalamic microstimulation can be qualitatively and quantitively similar. In ongoing efforts to optimize the microstimulation settings (e.g., location, amplitude, etc.) to match the natural response, we investigate whether subspace projection methods, specifically the eigenface approach proposed in the computer vision community (Turk and Pentland 1991 [1]), can be used to choose the parameters of microstimulation such that the response matches a single tactile touch realization. Since the evoked potentials from multiple electrodes are high dimensional spatio-temporal data, the subspace projections improve computational efficiency and can reduce the effect of noisy realizations. In computing the PCA projections we use the peristimulus averages instead of the realizations. The dataset is pruned of unreliable stimulation types. A new subspace is computed for the pruned stimulation type, and is used to estimate a sequence of microstimulations to best match the natural responses. This microstimulation sequence is applied in vivo and quantitative analysis shows that per realization matching does statistically better than choosing randomly from the pruned subset.